CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The function of a language as an interpersonal means that language is used to enable one to participate in communicative acts with another, to take on roles and to express and understand feelings, attitudes, judgements and to exchange their experience each other. This interpersonal function pours out through the elements that participated in the interaction.

Based on the findings as presented in previous chapter, conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) Linguistically, speech functions in classroom are coded into the form of Moods: declarative, elliptical declarative, interrogative, imperative, and modulated interrogative, both in unmarked and marked structures. The moods used in giving response to types of speech function are declarative mood and elliptical declarative mood.

(2) At lexicogrammar level the four speech functions in initiating are coded as follows: statement coded by declarative mood, question coded by interrogative mood and modulated interrogative mood, offer coded by declarative mood, and command coded by imperative mood.

(3) In the proportion of speech functions used by teacher and students are: calling & response to calling, greeting & response to greeting, exclamation
response to exclamation, statement & acknowledge statement, question & response statement to question, offer & acknowledge offer, and command & response offer to command. The dominant speech functions used by them are statement and questions. The most dominant types of speech function used by teacher is question (27.91%), while the most dominant type of speech function used by student is statement (46.21%). This happens because both of teacher and students seek and need information and knowledge. Both of teacher and students play an important role in interaction in classroom. In giving response to the speech functions used by teacher in classroom, teacher gave response to greeting, question, and command. There were not response to calling and exclamation because teacher did not use calling and exclamation in giving response to the speech functions used by students in classroom, students gave response to greeting and question. There were no response to calling, exclamation, and command. Because students did not use calling, exclamation, and command.
5.2 Suggestions

In line with the findings, suggestions are staged as follows:

(1) It is suggested that all elements of classroom (teacher and students) should know the interpersonal coding in order to avoid misunderstanding with one another in classroom interaction.

(2) All elements of classroom are suggested to use speech functions well, because using speech functions enable speakers and listeners to express their needs and messages and to give information clearly.

(3) It is worthy to suggesting to other researchers related with speech functions to do further studies from the perspectives or theories of other linguistic field.
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